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We report the operation of spin-valve structures formed from arrays of aligned carbon nanotubes.
The devices require only one deposited ferromagnetic layer with the embedded iron catalyst
nanoparticle serving as the other magnetic electrode. A peak in the resistance occurs clearly as a
result of the reversal of the magnetization of the electrodes. Device magnetoresistance ratios reach
25%, yielding an estimate of the spin scattering length of 9 �m at low temperature. © 2008
American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2999374�

While conventional electronic devices manipulate the
charge of the electron, spintronic devices1–3 function by uti-
lizing both the charge and spin of the electron. The spin
valve, a principal spintronic device, consists of two magnetic
layers separated by a nonmagnetic spacer. These devices op-
erate by injecting spin polarized electrons from one magnetic
electrode through the nonmagnetic spacing layer and are
analyzed by a second magnetic electrode. The efficacy of
such devices is determined by the percentage of spin polar-
ization in the magnetic layers, as well as the loss of electron
spin polarization due to spin-flip scattering within the
spacing layer and at the interfaces. While much research has
been aimed at increasing the spin polarization of the
magnetic electrodes, recent work has investigated the use of
different materials as the spacing layer including various
oxides,4,5 small molecule organic semiconductors,6,7 inor-
ganic semiconductors,8–10 and individual carbon nanotubes
�CNTs�.11,12

Organic materials, with their low spin-orbit coupling and
weak hyperfine interaction, are expected to have long spin
scattering lengths �ls� and thus be efficient for transporting
spin-polarized electrons. Recent works on organic small mol-
ecule thin films report ls�200 nm at 300 K for
sexithiophene6 and ls�45 nm at 11 K for tris-�8-
hydroxyquinoline� aluminum.7 Pioneering research11 demon-
strated spin-dependent transport in an individual CNT by lo-
cating isolated tubes lying on a substrate surface and
lithographically contacting the sidewalls with magnetic elec-
trodes. However, the isolation and electrical contact of an
individual CNT is a difficult and time consuming task. Since
this discovery, the chemistry of CNTs has matured, and
CNTs can now be readily created in the form of large scale
aligned arrays.13–15 These aligned arrays can be lithographi-
cally patterned and show potential for electronic applications
without the need for direct manipulation on the nanoscale.

Here we report spin-dependent transport through aligned
vertical arrays of multiwalled CNTs �MWNTs� that use mag-

netic nanoparticles as one electrode. Samples are prepared
with only one thin film magnetic electrode, using the mag-
netic catalyst nanoparticle formed during the growth of the
MWNT array as the other magnetic electrode. A strong hys-
teretic magnetoresistance �MR� plateau indicative of typical
spin-valve behavior is observed with switching correspond-
ing to the independent reversal of each magnetic electrode.
The data show that spin coherence is largely maintained
throughout the entire length ��7 �m� of the CNT array, with
an estimate giving ls�9 �m.

CNT arrays are formed by pyrolysis of iron �II� phtha-
locyanine �FePc� under Ar /H2 atmosphere at 800–1100 °C
using quartz substrates in a flow reactor.15 In this method, the
FePc provides both the Fe nanoparticle catalyst, which
serves as a magnetic electrode in the completed device, and
the necessary carbon to support tube growth. The resultant
MWNT array is highly vertically aligned �Fig. 1�a�� and rela-
tively dense. By varying the conditions for nanotube growth,
the Fe nanoparticle can be introduced at the top and/or bot-
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FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� SEM image of the as-deposited CNT array on the
quartz substrate �scale bar: 20 �m�. Inset: corresponding TEM image of the
iron particle capped MWNT �scale bar: 50 nm�. �b� Schematic representa-
tion of the device, note the Fe catalyst particle �upper tips of the CNT�
formed during the deposition of the CNT array serves as the second FM
layer in the spin-valve structure.
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tom of the nanotube tip�s�.16 For the samples prepared in this
study, the Fe nanoparticles are embedded in the upper tips of
the as-deposited CNT array �inset, Fig 1�a��. Typically,
MWNT with outer diameters in the range of 20–50 nm and
tube lengths of �5–20 �m were prepared.16,17

Following the array growth, a thick layer of gold is de-
posited to provide electrical contact to the upper tips of the
MWNT, which have the embedded Fe nanoparticles. In order
to electrically contact the lower end of the MWNT, the array
is removed from the quartz substrate by one of the following
two methods: treatment with hydrofluoric acid �HF�15 or me-
chanical removal using a commercially available double-
sided conducting tape.17 Both methods will remove the Fe
catalysts from MWNT lower ends if any, which has been
confirmed by scanning electron microscopy �SEM� and
transmission electron microscopy �TEM�. However, such re-
moval �especially the HF treatment� often causes nanotube
clustering and the development of voids within the previ-
ously dense array. These micron-sized voids allow for direct
shorts to the gold layer when attempts are made to directly
deposit a second ferromagnetic �FM� electrode using vacuum
evaporation. Thus, thin films of chromium �10 nm�, gold �30
nm�, and iron-coballt �Fe50Co50, 8nm� are deposited on a
glass substrate. Contact with the exposed, lower tips of the
MWNT array is made by employing a pressure contact with
the magnetic FeCo layer. All deposition and handling of the
FeCo films and device assembly are performed in an inert
atmosphere. A schematic representation of the device is
shown in Fig. 1�b�.

The CNT-encapsulated Fe nanoparticles �inset, Fig. 1�a��
are typically only slightly smaller than the diameter of the
MWNT16 yet larger than the superparamagnetic critical size
for iron ��10 nm�. Measurements of magnetization versus
applied field �Fig. 2�a�� show that the Fe catalyst particles
exhibit a hysteresis at 4.5 K with a coercivity of 200 mT,
much larger than that of the FeCo layer ��20 mT� �inset Fig.
2�a��. An investigation of the magnetic properties demon-
strates that the catalyst particles still behave as FM at 300 K,
with a coercive field of approximately 5 mT providing the
potential for room temperature operation. The particle size
and enhanced coercivity suggest possible single domain be-
havior for each Fe nanoparticle. The large difference in co-
ercive field between the two magnetic layers enables a stable
antialigned state over a relatively large range in applied field
without the use of an antiferromagnetic pinning layer.

At low temperatures, the resistance of the Fe
nanoparticle/CNT array/FeCo device depends on the relative
alignment of the magnetizations of the magnetic electrodes,
i.e., the parallel magnetization resistance Rp differs from the
resistance for antiparallel alignment Rap, indicative of the
spin-valve effect shown in Fig. 2�b� �top�, with a MR ratio
defined as MR= �Rap−Rp� /Rp. The device is cooled in zero
applied magnetic field from 300 to 4.5 K for measurements.
Resistance is measured versus applied magnetic field using a
Quantum Design Physical Properties Measurement System
in a two-terminal configuration at various applied bias cur-
rents �iB� ranging from 5 to 500 nA. The applied magnetic
field is first swept from +1 to −1 T and then back to +1 T
with resistance measured at regular intervals. The device
shows a clear hysteretic on/off state with the switching fields
consistent with the measured coercive fields of the Fe cata-
lyst particle and the FeCo layer. We observe MR values up to

�25% �with iB=50 nA�. This MR value is comparable to
reported values in individual MWNT at much lower bias
currents �iB�0.5 nA�.18,19 Thus the large observed MR may
reflect the 50 nA current being distributed among numerous
MWNT in the array. The switching of MR within the array is
observed as a sharp effect with respect to field, indicating
that the magnetization directions of the Fe nanoparticles
switch as an ensemble. It is noted that theoretical calcula-

FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Magnetic hysteresis data of the CNT array after
removal from the quartz substrate showing a sizeable coercive field at 4.5 K.
Inset shows the hysteresis of the deposited FeCo film on a glass substrate.
�b� MR—defined as �Rap−Rp� /Rp—�left axis� and resistance �right axis� vs
field for �top� �Fe nanoparticle�/CNT array/FeCo device at 4.5 K and 50 nA
bias current and �bottom� a second device with an oxidized FeCo layer, at
4.5 K and 500 nA bias current. �c� Bias current dependence on MR of a
third device showing an increase in the magnitude of the effect at lower bias
currents.
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tions predict an increase in MR for CNT with multiple con-
ducting pathways due to electron wave interference.20

We can estimate the spin scattering length for electrons
traveling in the CNT array using Julliere’s model21 for tun-
neling MR, where the difference between the parallel and
antiparallel resistance states is

�R/Rp = �Rap − Rp�/Rp = 2P1P2/�1 + P1P2� , �1�

where P1 and P2 are the spin polarizations of the injecting
electrodes, in our case Fe �P1�44% � and FeCo �P2

�55% �.22 For the device in Fig. 2�b� �top�, �R /Rp averages
to �19%, reaching a maximum of �25%. Given a length of
the CNT array of 7 �m as determined from SEM images,
and assuming the spin polarization reduces as exp�−l / ls�,

11

for �R /Rp=20% we estimate ls=9 �m at 4.5 K. This value
is much larger than the initial low-temperature estimate of
130 nm reported for individual MWNT11 and even the
1.5 �m estimated for an individual single-walled CNT
�SWNT�.23 The value reported here is also more consistent
with values reported for the electron scattering length
��1 �m� in CNT24,25 at room temperature. The low atomic
number of carbon reduces the spin-orbit interaction and, hav-
ing no hydrogen atoms, spin scattering due to the hyperfine
interaction should be nearly negligible, which should allow
for a much longer spin scattering length than estimated here.
However, much of the loss of spin coherence likely occurs at
the interfaces, which makes the practical realization of the
estimated ls�1 cm from low-temperature electron spin reso-
nance measurements26 difficult to achieve in spintronic
devices.

For some devices, the FeCo layer is allowed to oxidize
under ambient laboratory atmosphere for 7–10 days. In
these cases, a negative MR �Fig. 2�b�, bottom� often is ob-
served. This type of inversion has been reported in other
magnetic tunnel junctions and is attributed to the FM/oxide
interface.4,5 It is noted that some devices with this oxidation
step retained the positive MR observed with the unoxidized
FeCo layer. This variability in sign of MR may reflect the
sensitivity of the pressure contact at the FeCo/MWNT inter-
face and/or variability of the oxide layer formed. Addition-
ally, some devices are prepared with a small ��1.5 nm�
AlOx layer to introduce a deliberate insulating oxide barrier.
Such samples also exhibit a similar but larger negative
��−7% � MR.27 This variance in both sign and magnitude in
CNT MR has been reported for other unoxidized systems as
well28 and may be tunable via gating.29

There is a strong increase in magnitude of MR as the
bias current is decreased �Fig. 2�c��. Similar behavior has
been reported for individual SWNT and MWNT.18,23 An in-
crease of this type has been attributed to tunneling
processes,19 Coulomb blockade,23 and other excitations.30

This increase in MR with decreasing iB is consistent with the
tunneling spectra observed in similar CNT arrays at cryo-
genic temperatures.31 We suggest that any tunneling that
does occur is at one or both of the ferromagnet/CNT inter-
faces. Our estimation of ls suggests that the transport would
be nearly ballistic through the length of the CNT. In both
oxidized and unoxidized cases, the I-V curve is determined
to be linear, corresponding to behavior of devices fabricated
with individual MWNT.28

We have shown MWNT arrays incorporating magnetic
catalyst nanoparticles efficiently transport spin in spin-valve
devices exhibiting MR up to 25%, with an estimated spin
scattering length of 9 �m.
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